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I. INTRODUCTION 
The problem considered here is that of finding the change 
of polarization produced by the potential scattering of a 
particle with charge and magnetic moment. It is difficult to 
make progress on an exact quantum-mechanical relativistic 
solution of this problem. However, as shown below, some use­
ful . information about the solution can be found through 
classical considerations. The word classical is used here in 
the sense of non-quantum but relativistic. 
Thomas (1) originally introduced the four-vector descrip-
•tion of the polarization of a classical particle and obtained 
its equation of motion for a particle having normal magnetic 
moment only subject to external electric and magnetic fields. 
Later, Bargraann, Michel and Telegdl (2) rederived these equa­
tions and pointed out that the classical equation applies 
exactly for the polarization in the quantum problem when the 
external fields are static and homogeneous and both the normal 
and anomalous magnetic moments are included. 
Classical relativistic equations of motion for a particle 
with intrinsic angular momentum also were given by Frenkel (3) 
and by Kramers (4) using a Lorentz six-vector to describe the 
polarization. These two approaches are equivalent, as has been 
shown by Ford and Hirt (5). The four-vector description is 
used here since it seems to be simpler. 
Thomas, Bargmann, Michel and Telegdl limited their work to 
2 
static homogeneous electric and magnetic fields. Fradkln and 
Good (6) showed that, even when the fields are nonhomogeneous, 
the Thomas-Bargmann-Mlchel-Telegdl equation holds as long as 
the actions In the problem are large compared to ^ . This 
means that there Is a classical limit to formulae giving the 
change of polarization produced by electric and magnetic 
fields. The purpose of this paper is to give this limit for 
the special case of scattering by a spherically symmetric 
potential. 
It is found that the polarization vector in the classical 
limit precesses about the angular momentum during the scatter­
ing. The problem of finding the total precession angle is 
reduced to a quadrature. From the derivation it results that 
for a known potential, the angle of precession of the polari­
zation vector can be divided into two parts: one is that of 
the contribution due to the normal magnetic moment ( ) of 
the particle, the other is that due to its anomalous moment. 
Effects of the anomalous magnetic moment have not been studied 
before, even for Coulomb scattering. 
In Section 2 the derivation of the Thomas-Bargmann-Mlchel-
Telegdl equation is reviewed. Section 3 contains the deriva­
tion of the general expression for the polarization precession 
and the general expression for the differential cross section. 
The discussion of the validity of the classical approximation 
is given in Section 4. Detailed results for the special case 
3 
of a Coulomb field are reported in Section 5* The agreement 
with the quantum-mechanical results of Fradkin, Weber and 
Hammer (7) in the appropriate limits is arrived at in Section. 
6. 
II. THE THOMS-BAEGMANN-MICHEL-TELEGDI EQUATION 
The Thomas-Bargmann-Mlchel-Telegdl equation will be 
derived in this section from first principles. A charged 
particle with spin moving in an electromagnetic field 
t) J B is considered. The equations of 
motion for position and spin are found under the following . 
assumptions; 
(a) The charged particle can be treated classically in 
the sense that it has a position and a 
polarization or spin in its instantaneous rest 
system Qit) . 
(b) The effects of field gradients can be neglected and 
only terms depending on the fields directly need be 
retained. 
Consider a coordinate system fixed in the laboratory and, 
at any instant, a Lorentz-transformed coordinate system in 
which the electron is at rest. If the electron has momentum 
*!> and energy £ the laboratory (hereafter 
choose units such that f ), the transformation 
between the two systems is 
A . 
(2-1) 
where 
5 
"e^' (2-2a) 
Q-4Â" " "" ft ' (2-2b) 
G,,= E- (2-2°) 
Greek Indices range from 1 to Latin from 1 to 3» and 
is it. 
Alternatively these formulas can be written as 
—— » 
2 
(2-3a) 
/ 
where >p has been replaced by Y/^ i - this form 
they agree with the standard form (8). 
Next consider the covariant treatment of velocity and 
spin. For two neighboring events on the world line of the 
particle 
6 
( d x Y - y ( 2 - 4 )  
where X is the proper time. Therefore. dt s ^I" 
is a scalar and the velocity £5^s Is a four vector. 
The length of this vector must be the same in all Lorentz 
frames. By evaluating it in the rest system one obtains 
•u^u^ = -l 
Let the direction of the spin of the particle in the 
^ ,j- _ instantaneous rest system be 0 where 0 - 0 - 1  . Let 7^ 
be a four vector with components (0,0 ) in the rest system. 
The Lorentz transformation then gives for the laboratory com­
ponents 
J.-- a,J. Oj : 0, + , (2-5a) 
"j^ = 0| : « IT- f) (2-5b) 
so 
0 .  =  ! : + - ^  I "A 
' ^ E+ I 
(2 -6)  
The values of the scalars that can be formed are found by 
evaluating them in the rest system; 
7 
T ^ T ^ = 0 - ï ï = | .  
T^ll^= 0. 
The equations of motion in the instantaneous system are 
r 
d t 
j & y — 
iA - C E (2-9) 
0 _ sex-
d t 
1 5 c i x B  
One can guess the equations of motion in the laboratory system 
from the following requirements; 
(a) They must be covarlant, so they will be tensor 
equations among the electromagnetic 
field tensor where 
Rj = 6k , (2-11) 
F]* = - FLx = -* = 0. '2-12) 
8 
J 
(b) They must reduce to the correct equations In the 
rest system. 
(c) They must, agree with the following conditions; 
Rewrite the rest-system equations In terms of these quantities, 
In the rest.system one has 
M z i T . i )  . -7= -t . 
ei F;, = eFi,u^ . 
dT 
éijicTj Î1 fi,X. 
This suggests for the correct equations 
AM 
(2-15) 
(2-16) 
41 
J P F»j> Jf (2-17) 
9 
These are covarlant, the first terms on the right give the 
correct limit, and the second terms are zero in the rest 
system since y = (S'y ( ) . Choose # , to make require-
meht (c) turn out. One finds 
- ly, U, + ^ T,, (2-18) 
Here lyy is antisymmetric so 
and if 
it is needed that 
o( : 0 . (2-20) 
Next one finds that 
/ 
10 
•y» F^ , 1^  ( F " P " ® ), 
SO 
Finally it is verified that 
^ TT - 9 T j Tu 
if 
/» /»f ""j; 
(2-21) 
(5=(3-2j£ (2-22) 
T ^ U ^ S O .  (2 - 2 4 )  
The correct equations are then 
(3-25) 
11 
the last.one is the Thomas-Bargmann-Michel-Telegdl equation. 
These are consistent with Ijy > T T ' T W being 
constant. In .addition the values 
,  W- '  .  X.U^-0 (Z.27) 
are assigned. These eight equations, 2-25 and 2-26, are there­
fore redundant and one can use 
U„U^ = -| , T^U^=0 (2-28)  
to reduce the problem to six equations in ^ consistent 
with the assignment 0* 0 = 1  •  O n e  f i n d s ,  o n  c a r r y i n g  o u t  
this reduction. 
e( r ^  (2-29) 
s s " .  ( ï . i r . ? )  » 
dt & * Ï*' 
(2-30) 
12 
(3-30) 
The algebra Involved In obtaining Equation 2-30 from Equations 
2-25 and 2-26 Is as follows: 
From Equation 2-26, it is seen that 
(iî*8; T+fFf+«u E i;] (2-31) 
where 
y  =  ( l -  V * )  '  (2-3 2 )  
from 
13 
by solving for %% , one finds 
—g —^ 
_ 4 T' (2-33) 
In Equation 2-31, replace % by IS and tT "by JT 
y 
Then it is easy to obtain 
r g =  f  ( f . r » F T r j  
. U £ e r ' 7 ( l f « ? ) - T ' Ê ' T  
- ? î \ 7 f )  
^ t 
(2-34) 
Furthermore, by using 
"i , —y —» 
Q = Y-y(ir+i) ( V  J ) V  ,  ( 2 - 3 5 )  
by a straightforward calculation, one obtains, 
Ï7F = rf.T-,i(iv(r.T,]^ (2-36) 
Since and = e?+e S , are known, 
the Equation 2-30 follows from a simple substitution. 
14 
III. SOLUTION OF THE CLASSICAL PROBLEM 
Let the particle have mass /, charge e, and magnetic 
moment ^ . Suppose It moves In fields 
and where ^ is spherically symmetric. The equations 
governing the position and polarization ^  in the classical 
approximation are 
:-e79. (3-1) 
dt 
iE= - e  ( 3 - 2 )  
J t  i f i + J T )  '  '  
where y Is ^ and Jf is ' • The equation 
for the polarization is found by specializing Equation 2-30 to 
the fields considered here. The criterion for validity of 
these equations will be discussed in the next section. 
The orbit equation is independent of the polarization and 
can be solved separately. Since ^  depends only on y , 
can be replaced by ^ . Then the angular momentum 
y f X V (3-3) 
is an integral of motion. The proof that L is a constant of 
motion is given by differentiation with respect to t ; 
15 
^ ^  i i f x  
g ^ Y f K — —. : 0 (3-4) 
r dr 
It follows that the motion takes place in.a plane through the 
force center. In terms of polar coordinate y ,if in this 
plane, chosen so that increases for a rotation in the right-
handed sense about the angular momentum direction, the magni­
tude of the angular momentum is 
/ = y (3-5) 
d i '  
The energy 
E - y + (3-6) 
is also an Integral. The latter can easily be obtained from 
Equation 3-1 by first taking the dot product with V and then 
integrating. 
/ 
16 
From .'Eqxiatioii! 3-3 it follows that 
(3-7) 
where Y i-S given as a function of ? by Equation 3-6. In an 
ordinary scattering problem the radlcand has just one positive 
root, say ^ , The sign on the right is negative as the 
particle comes in from Infinity to ^ , and positive after­
wards. However, in certain pathological cases.there is no 
positive root. For these unphyslcal cases, the negative sign 
must be taken, since the particle comes in from Infinity and 
collapses into the force center.' These cases will not be con­
sidered here, especially since they correspond to &,< j 
which is outside the validity of the classical description. 
This will be discussed in Section 5 for a particular potential. 
.Equations 3-5 and 3-7 combine to give the differential 
equation of the orbit 
The scattering angle, defined to be always positive as shown 
(3-8) 
in Figure 1, is then given by 
Tr+«8= <i f  ]  
/ 
I 
dr (3-9) 
If 
Figure la. Attractive scattering 
Figure lb. Repulsive scattering 
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where 4 Is 41 for an attractive potential, -I for a 
repulsive potential. 
One consequence of Equation 3-2 is that § is a constant. 
This is applied in general as argued in Section 2 and also 
can be seen directly by dotting Equation 3*2 by ^, For the. 
central force field the equation may be rewritten as 
4 
(3-10) 
This implies that ^ is an integral so that, since 0 
and L are fixed, the angle between 7 and Is constant 
through the motion. The only thing left to determine is the 
angle through which ? precesses. Let if be the precession 
angle, measured in the right hand sense relative to ïT as 
shown in Figure 2. Then it follows from Equation 3-10 that 
^ = e [ 2 r r ( i + T ) ]  C 3 + s r - i r )  
(3-11) 
This can be seen as one takes the absolute value of Equation 
3-10 and then divides both sides by 
19 
Figure 2. The precession of § around 
20 
Here X is known as a function of f from Equation 3-6 so 
the right hand side is a function of K alone. One can use 
Equation 3-11 to find ST and integrate to get the total 
dfr 
precession angle Jî. » 
1 s  €  I " 0 " ^  % 
dr 
Here 
SL E , 
where 
J 
(3-12) 
= 26 [ (i+ï)"* -I] ^ 
\ 
and 
I 
= e (3 -2 )  l ( î ) V - O - l )  
which expresses the contribution to the precession angle due 
to the normal and the anomalous moments of the particle 
separately. 
21 
The differential cross section for scattering 
into the solid angular region around the polar angle ^ is: 
No. of particles scattered into 
solid angle per unit time 
(TU) <iA = — . 
Incident intensity 
(3-13) 
With respect to Figure 3-a, and for the case of repulsive 
scattering, the definition of Is 
2Tib db = di?, (3-i^) 
where k is the Impact parameter as shown. This means that 
However for the attractive scattering case, the wrap-around 
effect should be included. The wrap-around effect is divided 
Into the following two cases; 
. (1) With respect to Figure 3-b, one writes 
Figure 3a.' Repulsive scattering 
Figure 3b. Attractive scattering, direct and wrap around 
through an angle slightly more than 211 
1 
Figure 3c. Attractive scattering, wrap around through an 
angle slightly less than 
23 
2k 
2irbdi> = -2Ttcr(i?) $inJ 
= s i x i ?  
(3-16) 
Thus, solving for the differential cross section, 
one obtains 
I 
r 
(3-17) 
where O, f, 2, 
With respect to Figure 3-c, one writes similarly 
Z T f b  d b  =  2Tt ( T i ^ )  iini? 
= -2Tlai,?; Smt^ 
(3-18) 
25 
so that, for the differential cross section, 
u  
d  y  i  1 
=^7-
(3-19) 
where js j, 2, 3, 
Adding all these contributions, one obtains 
9 0  
crw) = " i 
2Sm^ I  [ÊI 
((so 
*9 . . 2 
= 2lSk + 
+ Z  f — 1  ) •  
^ ^  d(B) ^(Sb-zifj-1? J 
J 
=2Tr  
(3 -20)  
If the impact parameter b is eliminated through the relation 
L = t>b, (3-21) 
then 
crw = 
+  f ( - )  1  
T. ®=iïïj-l? / . 
(3-22)  
26 
Notice that the terms in which = '/ ^ ,  S  ,  
represent contributions to the cross section from scattering 
angles greater than which may occur in attractive 
scattering. 
27 
IV. VALIDITY OF THE CLASSICAL DESCRIPTION 
If a particle can be described classically, its quantum 
mechanical description must involve a spatially localized wave 
packet containing a narrow range in momentum and energy. If 
A, is a characteristic dimension, the spread in momentum is 
§/ /& , and this must be small compared to the average value 
so << P . In order for the packet to remain a packet 
through the scattering and not be dispersed by the force center, 
the impact parameter 6 must be large compared to the size of 
the packet so ^ . Consequently, for a 
classical description to have meaning, the angular momentum 
must be restricted by 
» /. (4-1) 
A second criterion for validity can be demonstrated for 
a spin ^ particle and it will be conjectured to apply in 
general. Consider, for example, the case of normal 
moment. The Dirac equation for the particle is 
where T are the Dirac matrices and 
(4- 2 )  
28 
Ï Ï  =  p  - e A c*-:) 
jA I ft, f». 
with 
=  ( f ,  E  )  
fU 
and 
it follows that 
and 
such that 
I T  = ( e a - 6 - « e « E - 1 ) ^  
(4-4) 
iTy);. iy TV = ôFi + » e ï< • ?, (^-5) 
(4-6) 
In the present case, is zero. In taking the classical 
29 
limit, as discussed in detail in Reference 6, one considers 
functions such that 
• r L f = < v  (4-7) 
is a sufficiently close approximation. In order that Equation 
4-6 be consistent with the classical equality 
(4-8) 
it must be that 
t. > 6 (K I (4-9) 
For any Hermitian operator Q and the Hamiltonian , from 
Reference 6, 
' -f / + 
= 2 <H (4-10) 
which may be written in the form 
<  [ Q ,  H - t f ]  >  =  2 r « ? ? .  (4^11) 
30 
An Immediate consequence is 
<^> = V. (4-12) 
The classical approximation then applies as long as 
& y I . For the problem under consideration, 
involving a central potential, this condition reduces to 
4(^x1^)1 « I (4-13) 
It is conjectured that this condition.will also apply for 
higher spin particles. There are also effects of higher order 
moments that come in with spins greater than ^ . These 
depend on gradients of the external fields and are not con­
sidered in the present work. 
31 
V. COULOMB FIELD CASE 
Consider the Coulomb potential , where £ is 
positive. Then the integrals in Equations 3-9 and 3-12 
namely 
69 
+  € ®  =  2  -  l ]  '  (5-1) 
and 
_n= e 
r. 
€Ee 
• ( 3 " S ' r - 2 « ' )  ^  i r  (5-2) 2 
are elementary. One solves 
= T - (5-3) 
for y , and substitutes into Equation 5-1 and Equation 5-2 
to obtain integrals which can be reduced to the form 
32 
1 = 
r.  
t  +  «  [ 4 r ' + 8 r + C  1  
(5-^) 
This integral can be evaluated as 
1 = 
y C-&B 
(Xrc Si  % 2(c-ftfî+aM) + ( 
4AC -
Bb 
where 
- I < ûvcSift < I 
(5-5) 
One sees that the factor 
{(f) (y^-i) -1 
which is by Equation 5-3 
(5-6) 
33 
is common to both the integrals. Then the integral in Equation 
5-1 reduces to 
Î 
f. 
(5-7) 
and this is readily evaluated by Equation 5-5. Furthermore, 
JHL = (5-8) 
where 1 s 
I  I  dr 
4 
% (5-9) 
and 1 s 
(g-2)€Ze« 
d r  
(5-10) 
3^ 
It is seen that 
iX = 
I 
2(E +  l )  
J  
dr 
/ 
U  
% 
(5-11) 
ànd both integrals involved have the form illustrated in 
Equation 5-5» As for the case of 
Qe 
=(j-e)É2e' A i  
(5-12) 
one sees by means of the transformation 
35 
/ 
/• 
I  é f  (AfSgr +  c) 
(5-13) 
»6 ® 
that it also can be put into the form, of Equation 5-5. Here 
is the distance of closest approach and it is found by 
d f  
setting 2r3 or 
-L =0, (5-14) 
!m 
with given in Equation 5-3» It is convenient to introduce 
parameters , X and ^ such that 
Ee' 1= X L  
and 
I y 
p = — ( E^- 0^, (5-15) 
Then the final results are 
f 
36 
(|.»(^)'^^(®-7r) = (c+ïjïï f 
~ 2 â K + 0 P i  ^  - £ . ( j - i j « ) ^  j  
(5-16) 
and 
ilsjl,+ Jl, , (5-17) 
where 
(5-l?a) 
h  
-flj = 6# j 
\ 
-O-: = (3'Z)Ei;'(^^ +jCn+é®;|, (5-171)) 
The term in the last expression corresponds to the part 
due to g-2 % O , or the anomalous moment contribution. 
These equations apply for 0^ f , or L 
For the Coulomb field, the total energy is 
E-y i;+1 
I 
Ah. (5-18) 
r • I 
3? 
Here the question arises whether the particle during Its 
motion can approach arbitrarily close to the center. First 
of all, it is clear, that this is never possible if both 
charges, namely the charge of the incoming particle and the 
charge of the scatterer, are of the same sign. Futhermore, 
" in the case of attraction, an arbitrarily close approach to 
the center is .not possible if L , for in this case 
the first term in Equation 5-18 is always larger than the 
second and for f-®»© , the right hand side of the equation 
would approach infinity. On the other hand, if i<lkl , 
than as , this expression can remain finite although 
^ approaches infinity. Thus, if 
L < 1^1, (5-19) 
the particle during its motion falls in^o the charge 
attracting it, in contrast to nonrelativlstic mechanics where 
such a collapse is impossible. However, the above discussion 
is governed by the validity condition of the classical 
description as given by Equation 4-1, so that 
(5-20) 
and the possibility of the particle falling into the scatterer 
should not be considered here. 
38 
The next thing to do is to find the differential cross 
section for the Coulomb potential scattering. 
V 
By defining Q , ^5 % » so that f s A 
f  f  b 
One can rewrite the orbit equation as 
y I CW't C" -{il'l 
arc4an fs (-=•-()''] (5-21) 
b*' 
Consider S  as a fixed parameter, while differentiating ijrith 
respect to @ : 
I r -i JÈillE., 1 
à e [  Z y *  
_ ^  _j < 21 
" 5 J. 
(5-22) 
By substituting in Equation 5-18, therefore, one finds 
39 
itiL 
1,9 ' 
i4 6'i.'{i-
* à  
Now by using the result in Equations 3-15» 3-17 and 3-19 and 
the definition 
R = P •] (5-24) 
X 
Zp'E 5/n'^ 
the cross section for repulsive scattering ( ), is 
found to be 
(5-25) 
For attractive scattering ( éa.tj ) the cross section is 
^0 
2 4 a n i  s , „ * 9  
kso 
ip f 
J  B ' i n x .  
" • 1-1» 
lc=i I ^ 
, 2 ( 3  .hI 
—r—1 J I  (5-26) 
j © = 2ffK-t;. 
From the orbit Equation ^-l6 , the following relation­
ship can be obtained 
(® + eTr)]= -i . (5-27) 
Consider 
.2 I-% 
^ s 2 4<in I i.o'^ Ç' ^ 
-I 
(5-28) 
41 
r iiiîiiiiiii'I 
I I ^ I i 
I  
-  (5-28) 
Then-it is found that 
so finally 
K  a  
K.j '('C®-»tTr)-(i-nîf^5,„[(,.,ï)W«>r)] 
, (5-29) 
. (5-30) 
Here the sum ranges over /(sO , / , 2 » inhere 
(S)®2Trk+t? . and over j s ,  i  » £ » 3 where 
@szirj-"^ . This result Is the classical relatlvlstlc 
generalization of the Rutherford differential cross section 
42 
i p ^ E  
2 
(5-31) 
, For the rest of the discussion only the ^«2 case is 
considered In order to make the comparison with quantum 
mechanical case. Then the parameter % may be eliminated 
between Equations 5-l6 and 5-1? to yield the precession 
equation 
2 
A ~ I ft'"*'®)! — 1 I (5-32) 
I p'A' ^ I' 
where J\.is defined by 
A = E sin [•jlJÏ-Ê®)] . (5-33) 
From the precession Equation 5-1? by setting this 
yields 
( u  A  
Then one finds 
T3 
I-/I' / 
r""°~=xTr' 
l-a* 
so that 
I P 
= I f —& — . (5-35) 
I- q* I-
When this expression is substituted into the orbit equation, 
it reduces to, 
îr+(®+')T' 
However one may write 
QfC 5in X i  û r c 4 û n  
(5-36) 
_ IT .  , (I-**) '  
— ^  — Arc Tfcn - (5_37) 
c V * 
so 
/ 
44 
s: TT •«•(€+«) IT [(" S' 
and consequently 
« 2  A  ^  y  
TT-6® = ( 1+ i— ) ^ (  ÎT+ 2€ a r c  S i n  IA| )  
^ J-^4 % / 
. % 
SL f 14 £-û ) ^(W-ZûrcSaVl A ) 
^ (-A* ' 
Then from 
A= ^ ^^|î(iî+fee)[— 
I  • - a ' - »  f l ' A *  ^  I  
(5-38) 
(5-39) 
Qrc Sin X = J - arc c«5;( (5-40) 
(5-41) 
it is seen that 
.-Al 
P'A' 
These classical equations are expected to be valid when 
the criteria •! < X and g T ( ^  \ / î ] > | are 
met. Prom the relations 
45 
+ (5-42) 
and 
where 
r ' 
one finds 
di E+€U 
H'-i ..t 1 % 
•[H + eSiéEu+ -3-^ M*j 
I 
Therefore, by defining a quantity 
Qs ( if:' Ir 
^ I r' dt 
a-i JlL. [h + e'+ZéEU + -ill' u'I ^  
A e+fcu I J t 
(5-43) 
(5-44) 
(5-45) 
(5-46) 
46 
the condition 
-corresponds to the second criterion of validity. 
In what follows is the standard procedure to find the 
maximum 
so that 
value of a quantity like O . Define X= —, 
dCl 
du 
I u'+a.M*' •£€U{ U d  + djU+ dj 
XX.(6+cu)*[(e'-i)•««Eu --L U« 
X 
where 
(1,= J 6E(I->C) 
d^ = -T ((.E -l) (5-49b) 
I- l|2 
(5-48) 
(5-49a) 
d = -ex E (e^-i ) (^-49o) 
Consequently the roots of the cubic equation 
^7 
uV d, -Î- djU -fr s 0 5^-50) 
give the extreme value of Q . The answer is given in the 
following paragraph; a derivation may be found in many books 
on algebra such as Uspensky's (9). 
The solutions of the cubic equation are given by the 
formula 
K =-5' * z f t  C o s  ) ,  J«0,1, 2 (5-51) 
where S is given by 
(-!)" (5-52) J  
Here f is limited to the first or the second quadrant, and 
the expressions for and |are 
-ba y [ d,^) (5-53a) 
Î ' ( 5 - 5 3 b )  
The solutions obtained are tested by substituting each in turn 
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into the Equation 5-46. Then the solution which gives the 
maximum will be known. By replacing F by -—- • ^ , 
the answer for becomes 
where 
i'-
g,-~Ci-x)+j co5 + iTr-27r€;j 
-y < (i- j 
S" Coj I -^j^[(i+x) (|-|5«; X (x+i;j j  ^  
(5-55d) 
These criteria are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5- The solid 
curves on Figures 4 and 5 show \ as a function of ^ and \ 
for which (^r\Ax ~ I • The inequality 5-54 is satisfied by 
points'*to the left of the solid curves. The inequality 4-1, 
L»\ , which by the definition of [-^/l is equivalent 
to \>>v^ is satisfied by points to the left of the dashed 
line in Figures 4 and 5» Both of these inequalities should 
be satisfied,-
The scattering angle (0 obtained from Equation 5-16 is 
(5-54) 
(5-55a) 
(5-55b) 
( 5 - 5 5 c )  
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«0.99 
O.S 
0.4 =0 
0.2 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
1 
Figure 4. Graph to determine the range of applicability of 
the classical approximation for attractive Coulomb 
scattering. The solid lines are plots of vs w 
for various values of A as given by the equation 
X)'K • The dashed line is a 
plot of , . For given values of a and £ the 
solid and dashed lines determine two special 
values of . The classical approximation applies 
for values of ^ less than both these special 
values. 
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1.0 
/ 
o.@ 
X 
0.4 
0.2 
= 0.9 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
rj 
Figure 5. The graph for repulsive Coulomb scattering 
corresponding to Figure 4. The solid lines 
are i ound from 
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plotted In es 6 and 7. From a comparison of Figures 4 
and 6 and again from a comparison of Figures 5 and 7, one sees 
that the classical results are valid In the extreme relatlv-
Istlc region only for very small i0) . Also, It Is seen that 
the wrap-around effect, or the scattering through angles 
greater than 2%., occurs only for nonrelatlvlstlc attractive 
scattering.'-
The preceding equations simplify considerably if one 
considers only the significant region of small , or in 
other words Vl ^ this approximation, 
-i 
AQ„«= 2(3)"* ^5-56) 
and the equation is simply 
(5-57) 
One can expand the differential cross section for small , 
using the facts that 
(^+€7r) 
(5~58a) 
and 
5^ 
S in (i-y ) (iJ z 
' (Ji-^ÏÏ) Cos (5-58b) 
for small substituting into Equation 5-30 , and taking 
K=0 . The result is 
(r(,» , 
^ — I + — ^ Corf-"»^ "" I I 0 ( 1 
(5-59) 
The wrap-around effect for nonrelativlstic attractive scatter­
ing is Ignored in this approximation which takes 1(0) 3^ . The 
contribution to the cross section from the wrap-around effect 
given by K , j S f ,2 , 3 in Equation 3-22 is neg­
ligible compared to the direct term IC~o except for angles 
^ very close to T . For example, it is for at 
(^so.ol » which is relatively on the nonrelativlstic side, 
that the following table is constructed. The formulae used 
here are: 
Table 1. 
Angle 
iP 
O-W 
K 
approx. 
at  ^= o.o f 
direct 
exact 
oYf; Indirect 
exact 
Ratio = 
exact indirect 
exact direct 
60° 
90° 
120° 
150 o 
175 
178^  
1 + 2.36(10)"-5 
1- 0.5(10)-^ 
0.9995 
0.9920 
0.3358 
1.0009 
.9240 
.9296 
1.3995 
1.355(10)-^ 
0 
1.031(10)"^ 
4.755(10 
1.708(10) 
6.97 (10) 
-1 
-1 
lo~-5 
0 
10-4 
5(10) 
.18 
.5 
-3 
La 
Ln 
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Direct term (approximation as becomes small.) 
R Z 
( 0 + TT ) Cot J - 1 
Direct term (exact) 
^ _ 5m-fan y 4-an^((iff TT) j 
Single wrap around (exact) 
(5-60) 
(5-61) 
(5-62) 
In the case of the indirect term, only the j  =  I case is 
compared to K^o direct term. From the above table, it is 
easily seen that the wrap-around effect is negligible except 
for angles 0 very close to IT . 
In the approximation of small , the precession para­
meter , defined by Equation 5-33» is given by 
5? 
y\.=-«5in!^ fl-?y(ïï+6ty)4*n^ + 
(5-63) 
Consequently, in the non-relativistic limit 
Sio (/i-€1?) = - 5»'»*0 I I •+ i p ^ 
. Co-f j 4 O C j f ^ ^ j r  (5-64) 
and in the relativistic limit, f , small 
= — A 14 O j (5-65) 
The derivations of these formulas are given next. 
For the non-relativistic limit, or for small j) , from 
Equation 5-32, one has 
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A = Cos I + iîi* 
[ i ^ i-A'  
5 Cos I îtif (f-i i!i'» ... ) 
12' l-A' ' 
= -6 Sîn^ + t iLny i JJL + 0 (f'*) 
' ^ ^ j-A* ' * 
(5-66) 
Therefore the zero order solution is 
A =-6  Sm %,  (5-67) 
and by iterating to get the first order correction one finds 
l \  a ^ e S i n  ^ (rri'€â)-fûn^ + | (5-68) 
which by virture of the type of expansion is restricted by 
the condition 
I <  I .  (5-59) 
For the relativistic limit, or small 
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small, and 
A-- c.J{eii^ ,-a')V(I-
<3-70, 
The zero order solution is the solution of the transcendental 
equation 
Here ^  is small, and by iterating 
correction one finds 
which by virtue of the type of expansion, is restricted by 
(5-71) 
/ 
to get the 1st order 
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(5-73) 
Therefore, 
QTCCosAt TT+ttJ 
( (5-?4) 
By taking the cotangent on both sides of the above equation, 
one finds 
Cot arCCx>5 Ao = - 6 +ttw Î? , 
a ('-A.')' 
Expand the left hand side about Ag" 0 » 
Cot f.OrtCoiA. I ^ 
(5-75) 
(5-76) 
A-=o 
and 
A fut «Tiifii.) 
dA, 
= I (5-77) 
The result is 
O 
A.=- «-f»» i|. (5-78) 
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Now has been defined as 
A=£5i>I(^^), (5-79) 
so that 
E iin(A-€,?) = 2 A [i-( IY ) A'Jf (5-80) 
Then, using the expression applicable to the nonrelativistic 
limit, namely 
(5-81) 
and substituting this into the preceding expression, expanding 
2 to first order in |î , one obtains 
E sinlJJ.-6i?) = -e Sin J I + 
(5-82) 
( 
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For the relatlvistlc limit, by means of 
2 
=  2 / l . |  l - f  p fA.+ ^( /T„/)J + 0(p)j . (5-83) 
and using the expression for /l^ appropriate to very small 
angles, namely • /f^ a -€ for small , one 
obtains, to zero order in ^ , 
C* 
(5-84) 
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VI. COMPARISON WITH THE QUANTUM MECHANICAL RESULTS 
It Is Instructive to compare these results with the 
quantum mechanical treatment of the Coulomb scattering of a 
Dirac particle. Fradkin, Weber, and Hammer (?) have studied 
this problem in terms of the parameters A s He' » and 
|/rr €Z€^/^ and obtained detailed formulas for the wave 
» 
function expanded in powers of / through order A • 
Using their formulas, for the relativistic limit (small 
y ), one obtains the results 
crW) 
~ I -  5<n i  + TTI ^  j  Sm J  {I -  S'" J  j 
+ + 0( (6-1) 
+ 1 Airstcl(i-sin|) ^1 -(&.««)( j 
t O(K') . (6 ,2)  
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The.results for the non-relativlstlc limit (large ) are 
—• = I + p Y ) [C^+€ïï) I + Oi^^) -i- Oiif 
+ (•+07^(S'->|H-f««|)[('-<^i^4)coïX 
+ + Si«X + (6-3) 
= ^ 6 £^ !Î^  I ' **• Î ($") +«"^ j [l -<i>+€*)Cof ijj 
f 0 + 0 ( ^ ^ ^  j to5 0 
[c.5<.i'(Scc|)(,4 5ccf) SrnX + 0 ( l ^ ' ^ ) ]  , (6-4) 
where 
;(,= 2l'i»l CÎC ^  (6-5) 
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Equation 6-3 arid 6-4 were obtained from an asymptotic expansion 
for jyl —f , and In the case of an attractive potential 
( 6s+t ) reduce to the form above" only for those angles ^ 
such that . 
For the relatlvlstlc limit ( or «/-•A ), compar­
ing the expressions for the cross section given by Equation 
5-59 and 6-1,. one sees that within the range where both the 
classical and quantum equations are valid, here roughly that 
4^ Is of order and ^ / , 
the classical and quantum expressions both give 
^ =. I + 0 ( '"fi 0 , (6-6) 
R ' 
Also a comparison of Equation 5-^5 and Equation 6-2 Indicate 
that within this range the precession angle CL Is given by 
5 in Si'ntf ^ ^ (6-7) 
For the non-relatlvlstlc limit ( jf-*» or ), a 
comparison of Equation 5-59- and Equation 6-3 shows that both 
classical and quantum expressions for the cross section give 
leading terms of 
£1U/ 
= I + Y [lif*èrr) Wif -/ ] + (6-8) 
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if for the attractive case one considers an average over a 
small range of angles centered around ^ so that the rapidly 
oscillating terms which are trigonometric function of )( 
average to zero. Also a comparison of Equations 5-6^ and 6-4 
indicate that both classical and quantum expressions of the 
precession of polarization have leading terms of 
5in(/l.-€TÎ)=-~ (i- C e w + y / }  L o * t f ) ]  
^ (6-9) 
where again an average over the rapidly oscillating terms is 
taken. 
There is then agreement between the classical and quantum 
calculations In the appropriate limits. 
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